Oswaldo de Andrade's poem O Santeiro do Mangue (1991Mangue ( [1950) and Ruth Landes' ethnography City of Women (2006Women ( [1947) both highlight how African-Brazilian religions have maintained connections to sexual practices considered to be "perverse" by Christian moralities. The present article describes the presence of the orixás in today's brothels in Rio de Janeiro. We emphasize the use of Candomblé and Umbanda as counter-hegemonic forms of spirituality which protect women involved in the sale of sex and are used as symbolic languages criticizing a moral order that highlights female passivity. Through the language of the saints, that which cannot be said becomes public in Carioca brothels, highlighting agencies in a space nominally dominated by men.
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The present article is based upon ethnography conducted in Rio de Janeiro's commercial sexual venues from 2005 to 2018. 1 The authors are not specialists in the anthropology of African-Brazilian religions.
2 Although like many Cariocas 3 we respect the orixás, 4 we are indifferent followers and hope the orixás are more impressed by our intentions than our orthodoxy. But if the past 13 years of intensive field work in has shown us anything, it is the ubiquity of the African saints wherever sex is sold. Few academic works have been written about this presence. 5 We thus thought it was time to produce an article on the topic, even if it is theoretically poor (although, we hope, ethnographically rich). Years ago Thaddeus Blanchette was invited by filmmaker Steve Berg to talk about the sacred in brothels. Berg was making a film about Oswaldo de Andrade's poem O Santeiro do Mangue, which takes place in Rio's old red light district. Berg's question to us was why would prostitutes buy religious paraphernalia? At the time, none of us had given a thought to the sacred in brothels although, as it turns out, it has deep historical roots. We do not make substantive distinctions between Umbanda and Candomblé as we have found that these religious traditions are confused in the imaginations of most of our informants. Initiates are usually clear about which tradition they follow, but as Joana Bahia has noted elsewhere (J. Bahia ), the traditions tend to "bleed into" one another.
3
The adjective form of Rio de Janeiro.
4
The orixás are spiritual entities, generally of Western African origin, which roughly correspond to Greek gods. In Brazil, each orixá also has a corresponding Catholic saint and are oftentimes referred to simply as "the saints." 
Bronze Age beginnings
In the historiography of prostitution, the linkages between religion and the sale of sex are notorious. Prostitution appears in human cultures alongside civilization and seems to be part of the consolidation of patriarchy in the Bronze Age, as noted by feminist anthropologists and historians such as Sheri Ortner 6 and Gerda Lerner, 7 as well as by historians of prostitution in general. 8 As such, prostitutes appeared as a professional class about the same time as soldiers and priests. One of the earliest forms of prostitution was sacred prostitution -prostitutes were physical manifestations of the female divine and attached to temples. As Lerner and Ringdal remark, 9 the sacred commerce of sex was intertwined with the birth and maintenance of civilization. The Babylonian goddess Ishtar was the protector of prostitutes, as were her descendants, Aphrodite and Venus. She was also the transmitter of civilized behaviour to the Babylonian folk-hero Enkidu:
Enkidu lived out on the steppes as a savage until one day he encountered the harlot from Ishtar's temple in Uruk. He spent six days and seven nights with the harimtu woman, who lavished him with love of all kinds: maternal devotion, tenderness, mystical transcendence, and orgiastic sex. She also taught him to break bread and to drink wine, to clean and to take care of his body. This was far more than a quick screw; it amounted to an intensive course in civilization. Ishtar herself had authorized the harlot who educated the savage.
10
Anthropologist David Graeber confirms this linkage between the sacred, prostitution, and civilization in early Mesopotamian society:
One thing the early texts do make clear is that [sacred temple prostitutes] were considered extraordinarily important. In a very real sense, they were the ultimate embodiments of civilization… As such, they represented the ultimate possible refinement in everything from music and dance, to art, cuisine, and graciousness of living. Temple priestesses and spouses of the gods were the highest incarnations of this perfect life.
11
Symbolic sexual acts were part of fertility rituals, and Herodotus reported that all Babylonian women sold sex at least once in their lives in the temples of Ishtar. Similar activities were reported among the women of Carthage. Male prostitution was also connected to temples.
12
Temple prostitution should not be thought of as liberatory. As Ringdal, Lerner, and Graeber 13 all point out, it quickly became hierarchized and, particularly among poor women, a form of debt slavery. Furthermore, prostitution spread beyond the 6 S.B. Ortner, The Virgin and the State, "Feminist Studies" 1978, vol. 4, no. 3, pp. 19-35. 7 G. Lerner, The Creation of Patriarchy, Oxford 1987. Ibidem; G. Lerner, The Origin of Prostitution in Ancient Mesopotamia, "Signs" 1986, vol. 11, no. 2, pp. 236-254. 10 N. Ringdal, op. cit., p. 18. 
17
As the Church became more associated with the ideologies of the Apostle Paul, sexuality became restricted to the bonds of heterosexual matrimony. This process was neither uniform nor quick, however. The Middle Ages were a golden time for prostitution, and up to 20% of the clients were men of the cloth.
18 While the Church condemned the sale of sex, ecclesiastical authorities shared in its profits. Saint Swithin built a district for prostitutes in Southwark, and King Henry II gave its proceeds to the bishopric. In 1471, Pope Sixtus IV reformed the taxation of Rome's red light districts in order to build St. Peter's Cathedral. 19 While there is little evidence that the Church owned brothels, they often owned properties which were rented to the sex trade, a situation that continues to the current day. 20 As Carioca sex worker leader Indianara Siqueria states, "The Church might not like us, but St. Peter's was constructed with money earned by pussies."
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The sacred in Carioca brothels
In Rio today, connections between Christianity and the sale of sex are inadvertent, but this does not mean that the gods have abandoned brothels. In Carioca bars, the presence of a santo -generally Ogum 22 or his Christian counterpart St. George -is practically obligatory. Carioca brothels are likewise protected by the orixás. This should not be surprising. Early ethnographic works regarding African Brazilian religions in Brazil, such as Ruth Landes' City of Women (Santa Fe 2006 [1947 ), point to the connections these maintained with what Judeo-Christian traditions understand as sexual deviance. The roots of this connection seem to be threefold. To begin with, sexuality has not been separated from the sacred in south-western African religious traditions and their diasporic derivatives to the degree that it has been in the Christian religions. It is thus understood to fall within the purview of the orixás. Furthermore, white supremacism has cast African-Brazilian religions as the polar opposite of a Christianity that is understood in asexual terms. Following Franz Fanon, the orixá thus serve as a Freudian repository onto which everything that Christianity rejects can be projected. Paraphrasing Fanon, it is impossible to conceive of Christ with an erection: it is not impossible to conceive of Exú, the African-Brazilian trickster god and messenger of the orixás, in the same state. And where Christianity confines women to Marian ideals of virginity and motherhood, Pomba Gira, the patroness of improper women, offers up an archetype for a variety female agencies, as anthropologist Joana Bahia's research demonstrates.
23
Working class African-Brazilian populations have also been associated with forms of labor and cultural existence where sex and work intertwined, as both Brazilian historiography 24 Whether this intertwining is a matter of choice, coercion, or simple survival, the fact of the matter is that sex work does not necessarily seem to be as stigmatizing within working class African-Brazilian communities as it is in other social universes. Landes remarks upon this, pointing out that many respected mães de santo have had a history of sex work.
27 Armando Pereira, one of the most prolific writers regarding prostitution in mid-twentieth-century Rio de Janeiro, frequently comments that many of the black women who worked in the Mangue were respected matrons in their communities. 28 This acceptance is relative: we do not want to cast working class African-Brazilian culture as exceptionally tolerant to non-hegemonic sexualities. Likewise, African-Brazilian religions are not necessarily approving of prostitution and homo-and transsexuality: prejudice and bigotry exist in this field of spiritual activity. It seems to us, however, that African-Brazilian religions do exclude "deviant" sexualities as a matter of dogma. Prostitution thus seems to follow homosexuality here, being something that may be frowned upon, but is not considered cause for absolute rejection.
29
As anthropologist Yvonne Maggie shows in Guerra de Orixá (2001) , one of the defining aspects of African-Brazilian religions is their ability to adapt themselves to new circumstances. Far from being fossilized "traditional" beliefs, fated to disappear in modernity, they are living forms of spirituality, constantly remaking themselves. Over the past half century, the African Brazilian religions have become associated with "sexual deviants," 30 particularly homosexuals, transsexuals, and prostitutes. The overlap between Afro-religiosity and the "gay" universe 31 is such that Yoruba terms in Candomblé have influenced bajubá, the cant of Brazilian sex workers and sexual minorities.
32
Whatever the reason for the African saints' presence in Carioca brothels, there they are. During the course of our research, we have not encountered significant manifestations of Christianity in these spaces, but it is pretty much de rigueur for brothels to have an altar to the orixás. There are only two exceptions to this rule, both of which reinforce it. The first is that Saint Jorge the Warrior is found in brothels, just as he is in bars. However, he is a Catholic saint who is heavily associated with Ogum in popular religious belief and is considered "problematic" by conservative Catholics. The second exception is that we have not found altars in upscale Carioca brothels (we will discuss this below).
Brothel altars are well cared for and often extravagant. Figure 1 shows one of our favourites. This is a Maria Padilha 33 who occupies a wall niche in a downtown Carioca brothel. Offerings of roses, incense, and wine stretch out for a half meter to each side of her. This same brothel also had sets of Ogum's irons 34 atop its check-in desk, also surrounded by offerings. Photo by Thaddeus Blanchette. 31 Here understood in its Victorian sense as taking in all forms of non-monogamous sex performed for money or pleasure.
32 W.C. Souza Junior, A. Monocó, op. cit. 33 A Umbanda avatar of Pomba Gira, the orixá of shameless female sexuality, based on a Spanish noblewoman from the late middle ages (J. Bahia, op. cit.) . 34 Small iron representations of western African implements of agriculture, iron-making, and war, sacred to Ogum.
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A more typical altar can be seen in Figure 2 . This is in an apartment brothel in Copacabana, set behind the bar, on the floor. To the right, we can see another Maria Padilha -who, together with the Cigana 35 and Pomba Gira, is probably the most popular entity in brothels -and to the left, Seu Zé Pelintra. We refer readers to Joana Bahia's excellent work on Maria Padilha for 255 more information. 36 Zé Pelintra is an entity originating in the Catimbó religion of north-eastern Brazil, migrating to the cities in the 1960s and becoming incorporated into Umbanda as one of "the street hustlers" (a linha da malandragem) under the leadership of Ogum (St. George the Warrior). Described as the "lawyer of the poor," he is the advocate of those considered to be socially "marginal" who find themselves in disputes with their "betters."
Altars range from the small to the enormous. One of the most impressive we have seen is in the most decrepit brothel in Rio. Each of the five floors in this rundown nineteenth-century townhouse contains an altar dedicated to Pomba Gira, occupying a square meter of floor and maintained with red roses and other offerings. Other manifestations of African-Brazilian religiosity are also present in brothels. In Figure 3 , a madame shows off her Saint Jorge the Warrior tattoo.
A temple brothel
One of our favourite brothels, Venus's, considers itself to be a temple brothel and, in this sense, harkens back to the earliest forms of prostitution. A complete set of rixás is buried below its entrance staircase and another set is arranged in an al tar in its attic. The check-in desk is flanked by a large statue of a manifestation of Iansã, 37 to whom the brothel is dedicated (Figure 4) . . This is understood to be a manifestation of Aphrodite (also Venus) and the orixá Iansã, mother of the evening and goddess of the winds and storms.
Photo by Thaddeus Blanchette. 36 J. Bahia, op. cit. 37 The Yoruban goddess of storms and a manifestation of female strength and fiery temper.
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Although the statue was originally a representation of blind justice, it has been repurposed as Iansã, who also carries a sword and is often portrayed with a veil over her eyes (see Figure 5 ). Around the foot of the statue's pedestal are piled offerings: wine, flowers, candles, and incense. The house's altars are maintained by the manager, Estevão, a jovial gay man of 28 who sports an Elvis Presley-style pompadour.
As the women come in, many of them kneel before the altar and make offerings. Estevão is a follower of Candomblé, but not an initiate. He claims that the brothel's owner, a woman, is. When we visit, he is often performing acts of sympathetic magic to draw clients into the establishment or to protect the women. On one occasion, he had the brothel's "program book" 38 open on the desk, covered with "call money dust," an incense that can be bought at any of three religious supplies stores near Venus's. As each man walked in, Estevão used a razor to scrape half the dust away from one line of the book, sprinkling it in a lit brazier at the foot of the Iansã statute. If the man went upstairs with a woman, the rest of the dust would be scraped off and burnt. During slow periods, Estevão would scrape the dust back and forth across the open lines of the ledger, meticulously covering the unfilled entries.
While Estevão manages the brothel, his assistant, a 25-year-old white heterosexual male, will often be behind the check-in desk, threading beaded necklaces for the orixás, known as guias. Several of the women who work in the brothel are initiated into Candomblé and the space is considered to be "alive with the spirits." People who spend the night report knocks on their doors, footsteps in abandoned halls, and laughter coming from empty rooms (Iansá -the entity to whom the brothel is dedicated -is also the Lady of the eguns, or spirits of the dead). The workers and managers of the 257 brothel receive messages from various entities in cryptic phrases spoken by clients or by people who come in off the street. In the eyes of the people who work there, Venus's is a house of the spirits.
"Put this goddamned henhouse in order!"
The orixás also mediate relationships between the women who work at Venus's, as exemplified by a fight that broke out during the 2016 Olympic Games. On this occasion, Drs Ana Paula da Silva, Laura Murray, and other members of our research group 39 were interviewing Estevão when crashes resounded from the private rooms upstairs, accompanied by shouting. These were followed by a half-dozen naked women tumbling down the staircase, five of them punching the other. As the fight spilled into the space around the main altar and cash register, Estevão pulled himself up from his chair and bellowed, "For the love of God, put this goddamned henhouse in order!" The security guard came bolting up from the brothel entrance and pulled the woman who was being beaten away from the others, taking her into a back room. The other women then simultaneously began to explain what had happened, using one of the male student researchers to illustrate their points.
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The woman who had been beaten was a new worker, taken on at Venus's just before the Olympic Games in the expectation that there would be an upsurge of clients. There had not been. Now the newcomer was being accused by the veterans of stealing their clients. This can be a motive for murder among Carioca sex workers. The women were led by "Cougar," a formidable 44-year-old white woman who had turned tricks in almost every brothel in Rio. Once, Cougar admitted to us that she had twice killed men who had tried to rape her. She considered herself to be an initiate into Candomblé and had a powerful Pomba Gira whom Estevão respected. Faced with a united front led by Cougar, Estevão agreed that the accused woman would be expelled. At this moment, the accused reappeared, dressed and escorted by the security guard. One of the other women punched her and the alleged client-stealer fell to the floor, grabbing on to Dr da Silva and pulling her down. After much kicking and shouting, order was restored. The accused was escorted out of the house and the other women filed back upstairs. No sooner had Estevão returned to his perch behind the cash register, however, than a new series of thumps and cries rang out. "Estevão!" one of the girls shouted, "Cougar's incorporated her Pomba Gira!" Four naked women came back down the stairs, half-carrying the still naked Cougar who, now possessed, was laughing uproariously and calling for beer. The women trouped into the brothel's back room where some of them consulted with the Pomba Gira while others tried to make the entity return to the realm of the spirits. Meanwhile, the brothel's half-dozen clients huddled in a corner muttering and looking nervous.
Over the next few weeks, information about the fight came to light. Apparently, the "client stealing" had initially been tolerated by the veteran workers. Expecting to make a lot of money at the Olympics, they had been sending problematic regulars to the new hire. As the Games progressed, however, not only did the expected sex tourists fail to turn up, regular clients stopped coming in. Business fell and any client became a "good client." At this point, the veterans began demanding the "problematic" clients back, and tensions rose, culminating in the fight.
As anthropologist Gilberto Velho 41 points out, the belief that spirits exist and can be accessed by gifted people is hegemonic among Cariocas. This does not mean that everyone believes in the orixás; it means that behaviours which might be interpreted as insanity in other cultures are likely to be understood as spiritually inspired in Rio. As Cougar was carried down the stairs, swearing, laughing, and demanding booze, no one in the brothel saw it as anything but possession. Cougar's domination of the codes of the spirits and her ability to manifest a powerful Pomba Gira reinforced her moral authority as Venus's oldest sex worker, even among people who did not believe in the spirits.
According to some of the women, Cougar's Pomba Gira criticized Estevão for letting the client-stealer into the brothel and claimed that a lack of maintenance of the house and its altars was keeping clients away. She also expressed that "negative influences" from another brothel were upsetting the spirits and that the client-stealer had brought said influences into the house. This incident is an example of Lévi-Strauss' "symbolic efficacy," wherein accepted cultural myths integrate unsettling occurrences. Lévi-Strauss illustrates this phenomenon through childbirth among the Cuna people of Panama:
[People believe] in the myth and [belong] to a society which believes in it. The tutelary spirits and malevolent spirits, the supernatural monsters and magical animals, are all part of a coherent system on which the native conception of the universe is founded. The sick woman accepts these mythical beings or, more accurately, she has never questioned their existence. What she does not accept are the incoherent and arbitrary pains, which are an alien element in her system but which the shaman, calling upon myth, will re-integrate within a whole where everything is meaningful…
The shaman provides the sick woman with a language, by means of which unexpressed and otherwise inexpressible psychic states can be immediately expressed… [This] induces the release of the physiological process, that is, the reorganization, in a favourable direction, of the process to which the sick woman is subjected to.
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Although the women of Venus's did not suffer from any physical malady, the disappointment of the Olympic Games, coming as it did after a long economic crisis that saw the geography of sex work in Rio disrupted (with many new workers coming into brothels such as Venus's), created unease among the women. The expulsion of the alleged client-stealer put a focus on this discontent and linked it to the structural changes that were taking place in the downtown sex markets (discussed below). It also reinforced Cougar's position as a leader among the veterans, putting newer hires on warning as to who was in charge in the house. It thus expressed otherwise inexpressible psychic states and induced a reorganization of Venus's in a direction which empowered the cadre of veteran workers.
Christians and the non-devout
There seem to be three attitudes among the women who work in commercial sexual venues towards the African-Brazilian religious presence in these spaces. The majority simply take it in stride. Although these women do not profess belief in the spirits, they -like many Brazilians, including us -may give them offerings as signs of respect. This is similar to the New Year flower offerings for Iemanjá that Bahia has studied, where non-followers participate in public ceremonies. 43 Another manifestation of this phenomena can be seen in popular newspapers which run ads by and for pais and mães de santo, where one frequently finds prostitutes thanking exús or pomba giras for bringing them clients and money. One typical example of this, which we recovered from the July 7 th 2008 edition of "O Extra" newspaper, had a sex worker thanking Exú because after she had sacrificed to him, her clientele improved in quality and number.
A minority of the women seem to be active in African Brazilian religions or themselves initiates, able to receive the spirits. This is particularly true among those women who are older and/or higher up in the brothel hierarchy: madames, managers, or veteran prostitutes. Finally, there exists a minority of women who are followers of other religions, particularly Evangelical or Pentecostal Christians. We have not found any who reject the African saints' presence (although extremely Christian women are probably self-selecting to not be in brothels). More interesting, however, are the women who combine respect for the orixás with Christianity. Some drift between African-Brazilian religions and Christianity as their personal lives warrant. These women seem to be using both religions as a counterbalance to one another. An example of this is one of our interlocutors, a follower of Candomblé until she felt that her ex-husband's Exú was interfering with her life. She then became an evangelical Christian in order to free herself from this influence. As a Christian, however, she felt she needed to stop doing sex work and thus suffered economically. Finally, she received the support of a mãe de santo's 44 Pomba Gira, which allowed her to resume sex work while protecting her from her ex-husband's influences. At that point, she stopped attending church.
Others seem to be situationally involved with Christianity and African-Brazilian religions. The common pattern here concerns women who are Christian in daily life, 260 but respect the orixás inside the brothels. As one of them put it, "Jesus doesn't come in here, but Pomba Gira keeps an eye on us." Many Christian sex workers would object to this and some might even cite Christ's remarks about prostitutes getting into heaven before publicans and Pharisees. But, as Amanda De Lisio discovered in her field work, the lack of Christian religious images in brothels seems to indicate a consensus that Jesus is not really the entity to go to when one has prostitution-related problems. Our Christian informants seem to agree that prostitution is a sin and that they cannot ask for Christian spiritual succour in this regard. As one of them put it, "The true Christian attitude would be to leave prostitution. I can't because I need to pay my bills. But that doesn't mean I'm shameless."
And this seems to be the main role of the orixás in the brothels: they aid a stigmatized population involved in dangerous work -a population drawn from Brazilians, a set of peoples which is notorious for its strong belief in spirits and gods ( plural). What this simultaneity of Christian and African-Religious beliefs suggests to us is that even after the evangelical explosion, Brazil is still a syncretic religious space. Rather than being categorically set against Christ, the orixás are at one end of a polarization not defined so much by "good" versus "evil," but "respectable" versus "non-respectable."
Significantly, the most represented entities in brothels are female: pomba giras, Maria Padilhas, and ciganas. It is also significant that these entities do not appear in upscale brothels. This may be due to the fact that these brothel's clients tend to be higher class and whiter than the clients who frequent the fast fodas 45 where orixás are prevalent. Sauna brothel owners and managers are also almost 100% male, while their counterparts in downscale brothels are often female. It is no coincidence, in our view, that the brothels with the most orixás are also those which tend to be owned and/or operated by women. This hypothesis has recently been reinforced.
Over the past years, a group of investors who seem to be mostly male have been buying up and renovating downtown brothels, many of which were owned and operated by women. In every case we have seen, the orixás disappear when the new owners take over. This notoriously occurred in the case of the brothel with the extravagant Maria Padilha in Figure 2 , above. This brothel had previously been controlled by women who were active in Candomblé and allied to the owner of Venus's (it was from this brothel that the accused client-stealer had migrated). The niche containing the santa was boarded up by the new owners, and shortly thereafter a fire mysteriously started near Maria Padilha's compartment, with no harm to her. Disaster was narrowly avoided and the interpretation of the event in Venus's was that Maria Padilha was upset. "Now the new owners will have to find a way to safely extract her from that whorehouse," said Estevão. "And that will be difficult, because they aren't 'of the saints.' They aren't of the saints, but now they are scared of Maria Padilha," he concluded, laughing.
Final considerations
As Bahia points out, European saints, spirits, and goddesses have a rich tradition of being involved with brothels and prostitutes. 46 Pomba Gira herself encompasses Maria Padilha who, in turn, is linked to a long lineage of "Mother Goddesses" of the Mediterranean basin, who Christianity has stripped of their sexual aspects. These can be traced back to the goddesses of the Late Bronze Age. 47 It is important to realize, then, that the orixás in Carioca brothels are not a Brazilian invention. In the words of Bahia "Pomba Giras have been circulating for centuries between the Iberian Peninsula and colonial Brazil" 48 and some of their antecedents have been circulating around the Mediterranean for millennia.
But one does not need to rely on romantic notions of sex goddesses descending across hundreds of generations to explain why they continue to be present in today's brothels. The strength of the orixás is that they are archetypical representations of human experiences. The sale of sex is one of these. As Christianity has distanced itself from female sexual agency, it is not surprising that these entities find themselves constantly (re)created by women who move, work, live, and love outside what Gail Rubin calls the "charmed circle" of monogamous, heteronormative, reproductive sex.
This seems to us to be the most important aspect of orixás in brothels: they are markers of female agency, outlining a femininity that is not afraid to fight, fuck, or finagle. In this sense, they fill a space which Christianity has left empty. It is thus not surprising, then, that nominally Christian women who sell sex and who must deal with the attendant stigmas and acts of violence would look favourably upon entities that are willing to lend a hand in their dayto-day struggles. Photo by Thaddeus Blanchette.
